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Supportive Discussions with Patients 
Step 1: S – SETTING UP: 

• Prepare in your own mind what words and tone you are going to use. 
• Collect right information about patient. 
• Arrange for some privacy. Have tissues ready in case the patient becomes upset.  
• Involve significant others. Ask the patient to choose one or two family representatives.  
• Sit down. Sitting down relaxes the patient and is also a sign that you will not rush. When you sit, 

try not to have barriers between you and the patient.  
• Make connection with the patient. Maintaining eye contact may be uncomfortable but it is an 

important way of establishing rapport. Touching the patient on the arm or holding a hand (if the 
patient is comfortable with this) is another way to accomplish this.  

• Manage time constraints and interruptions. Inform the patient of any time constraints you may 
have or interruptions you expect.  

STEP 2: P - Patient/Carer’s PERCEPTION  

• Ask: ‘What do you think is going on?’ 
• ‘Do you feel things are getting worse or better?’ 
• ‘How does that make you feel?’ 
• ‘What is your biggest fear/concern?’   

STEP 3: I - Obtaining patient’s INVITATION  

• ‘How can I/we help you?’ 
• ‘Do you want me to get someone else here to be with you?’ 
• ‘Do you think you are depressed or anxious?’ 

STEP 4: K - Giving KNOWLEDGE and information to patient 

• Respond to any questions 
• State how the patient’s condition is 
• Be honest about poor prognosis 
• Repeat patient/carer’s own vocabulary 
• Use non-jargon language (e.g., use ‘spread’ rather than ‘metastasis’) 
• Avoid excessive bluntness but be honest 
• Small sentences/chunks 
• Stress on positives. Explain what you can do (e.g., we can be here to make patient comfortable, 

we can support family, allow visiting/staying at night etc.) 
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STEP 5: E - Addressing the Patient's EMOTIONS with Empathic Responses 

• Observe for any emotion on the part of the patient. This may be tearfulness, a look of sadness, 
silence, or shock. 

• Identify the emotion experienced by the patient by naming it to oneself. If a patient appears sad 
but is silent, use open questions to query the patient as to what they are thinking or feeling. (“Are 
you feeling sad/angry?”) 

• Identify the reason for the emotion. (Is it because…?) 
• After you have given the patient a brief period of time to express his or her feelings, acknowledge 

the feelings. (Usually not straight away)  

STEP 6: S - STRATEGY and SUMMARY  

• Discuss future/management plan 
• Share responsibility for decision-making with the patient 
• Check the patient's understanding of the discussion (any misunderstanding can prevent desirable 

response) 
• Acknowledge uncertainty for patients but also for professionals 
• Accept that it is hard for professionals to make a definite prognosis but always help with 

future/advance care planning 
• Close the discussion with a plan and offer to talk again. 


